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Two articles published in past issues of Service Scope contained information
that, in our experience, is of particular benefit in analyzing circuits. The first
article was "Simplifying Transistor Linear-Amplifier Analysis" (issue #29,
December, 1964). It describes a method for doing an adequate circuit analysis
for trouble-shooting or evaluation purposes on transistor circuits. It employs
the "Transresistance" concept rather than the complicated characteristic-family
parameters. The second article was "Understanding and Using Thevenin's Theorem" (issue #40, October, 1966). It offers a step-by-step explanation on how
to apply the principles of Thevenin's Theorem to analyze and understand how
a circuit operates.
Now, in this issue of Service Scope, we present the first of three articles
that will offer a practical approach to transistor and vacuum-tube amplifiers
based on a simple DC analysis. These articles will, by virtue of additional information and the tying together of some loose ends, combine and bring into
better focus the concepts of "transresistance" and the principles of Thevenin's
Theorem. vVe suggest that a "refresher" reading of the two previous articles
will enable our readers to more readily follow the information in this and the
two following issues of Service Scope.
The Editor

Part I
THE TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER
INTRODUCTION
Tubes and transistors are often used together to achieve a particular result. Vacuum tubes still serve an important role in
electronics and will do so for many years
to come despite a determined move towards
solid state circuits.

there is an analogy between the two. It
is true of course, that the two are entirely different in concept; but, so often we
come across a situation where one can be
explained in terms of the other that it is
very desirable to recognize this fact.

Whether a circuit is designed around
vacuum tubes or transistors or both, it is
important to recognize the fact that the
two are in many ways complementary. It
is wrong to divorce vacuum tubes and
transistors as separate identities each peculiar to their own mode of operation.
Indeed, as this series of articles will show

Transistor and vacuum tube data give us
very little help in the practical sense. Parameter Curves and electrical data show
the behavior of these devices under very
defined conditions. In short, they are more
useful to the designer than the technician.
v\le are often reduced to explaining most
circuits in terms of an ohms law approach;

Let us consider the general equation for
current through a P.N. diode junction.

OBJECTIVE
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where V = applied volts
Io = reverse bias current
p = constant between 1 & 2
kT
and Ve = - - where k = Boltzmans
q

Const., 1.38 x 10-'" Joule/°Kelvin
T = absolute temperature in degree Kelvin at room temperature, i.e., T = 300°K
q = electronic charge 1.602 x 10-rn Cou-
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The articles will be published
lowing sequence.
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the fol-

0.026 volts

In this first article we will look at a
transistor amplifier as a simple DC model ;
and then, in the second article, look at a
vacuum-tube amplifier in a similar light.
e will assume that both devices are operated as linear amplifiers and then use
the results in a practical way.

v.r

One must bear in mind that this approach cannot be assumed in all cases.
It is, as it is meant to be, a simple analysis but the results will prove to be a valuable tool in trouble-shooting and understanding circuits.

One is quite justified in looking at a
transistor in terms of the two-diode concept, refer to Figure 3. Therefore, assuming diode A to be forward biased and diode B to be reverse biased, as would be the
case if we were to operate the transistor
as a linear amplifier, the current through
diode A will conform to equation ( 1).
Let us take a closer look at Figure 2.
\Ve define conductance in the general
case as

1. The Transistor Amplifier.
2. The Vacuum-tube Amplifier.

3. An analysis of a typical Tektronix hybrid circuit (Type 545B vertical) based
on conclusions reached in (1) and (2).
As a corollary they will bring forward
some important relationships between vacuum tubes and transistors.

lomb.
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The objective of this paper is to present
a practical approach to Transistor and
Vacuum-tube amplifiers based on a simple
DC analysis.

so, it seems pointless not to pursue this approach to its logical conclusion.
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and therefore at our operating point "A"
the dynamic conductance
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THE FORWARD VOLT-AMPERE CHARACTERISTICS
OF A GERMANIUM AND SILICON DIODE
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Figure 1 shows a typical forward volt/
amp characteristic for germanium and silicon diodes. Figure 2 is a plot of the collector current or the base cqrrent versus
the base-to-emitter voltage of a transistor;
point A on this curve is a typical operating
point.
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BASE TO EMITTE:fl VOLTAGE (VB£) VOLTS

Figure 2. Line ( 1) is a plot of the base current versus the base-to-emiller voltage (YaE).
Line ( 2) is a plot of the collector current
versus the base-to-emiller voltage (VaE). Point
"A" is a typical operating point.

B
Figure 3. Illustration of the two-diode concept of a transistor.
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or g'

the common emitter and the common base
configurations.

I
Io then g' = - - pV,.

I
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(4)
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0.026p
The term "p" takes into account the recombination of carriers in the junction region. It is approximately unity for germanium and approximately 2 for silicon.
At a typical operating point this term can
usually be neglected. Therefore, we may
say that
o-' D

-

I
26

if I is in milliamps.

(5)

Now resistance is the reciprocal of conductance and therefore the value of conductance at point "A" can be given in terms
of resistance

26
(6)
Q's
1
This resistance (r,.) is commonly known
as the dynamic emitter resistance.
r,

= - -

At this point we will depart from our
simple model and look at the transistor in
another form; but, bear in mind our first
thoughts. Transistor parameters are derived
from various equivalent circuits depending
upon the configuration i.e., common emitter,
common base, or common collector. vVe will
not consider any detailed analysis in this
approach; but, to understand the approach
it is necessary to know how these parameters are derived. It will be simple enough
to derive another set of parameters once
we have our basic model constructed.
The simplest and easiest equivalent circuit of a transistor is the "Tee" equivalent.
It is a very good approximation about the
behavior of a transistor, especially at DC
and low frequencies. V/e can also represent
either the common emitter or the common
base simply by interchanging R., and R...
Figure 4 is a "Tee" equivalent circuit of
o<.IE

EMITTER

Re

Re

COLLECTOR

BASE

=

(the

(7)

+ It,
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and since ho = I,
then h = I, (1
usually

f3 > >

(8)

(3
l then h ::::: L

Equation (8) shows us that only

(3

of

the emitter current flows into the base.
Hence, it is reasonable to suppose that any
impedance in the emitter, when viewed from
the base, will be f3 times as great; and,
any impedance in the base, when viewed
from the emitter, will be (3 times as small.
That is to say, the dynamic resistance nmltiplied by f3 must equal R,, in our equivalent "Tee" circuit.

Rb

Our equivalent circuit shows a resistance

R". This resistance is known as the basespreading resistance. I l is a physical quantity and can be expressed in terms of resistivity associated with the base-emitter junction. Tt can vary between a few ohms to
hundreds of ohms, depending upon the type
of transistor; and therefore, must be taken
into consideration. Looking into the emitter
we see it as an impedance whose value is
divided by f3 and appears in series with
the dynamic emitter resistance ( r,,). Hence
the emitter current encounters an impedance
in the base/emitter junction which is equal
to the sum of the dynamic resistance plus

R" , the latter term we will
. desi!rnatc R,.
,,

-(3

and the sum of these two resistances we
will designate R,.

+ R,

COMMON

EMITTER

Figure 4. "Tee" equivalent circuits for the
common-base and common-emitter configurations of transistors.

Figure 5. A typical common-emitter circuit.

Now we will assume R,

The value of R, can vary anywhere between 2 n to 24 n depending on the value
of Rh. Rh is difficult to measure and rarely given in electrical data on transistors.
A figure of 250 ffs is a typical value at low
frequencies. Therefore, if (3 were 50 then
R, would be 5 ffs.
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RL.

Now by inspection
( 11)
hence Ll,Eout = -Ll,L.Rr.

(12)

The input impedance we see looking into
the base of a transistor in the common emitter configuration is

(9)

Rio= (3(R"

+ R,)

(10)

LI. vhh
R1n

also Ll.h = - - (13)
we also recall that

Now if we look into the base 111 the common emitter or the common collector configuration it is reasonable to suppose we
will see the resistance (R,)-plus any other
impedance which may he wired lo the emitter terminal-multiplied by (3, then
( 10)

EMITTER

Now in a more practical sense, Jet us
look at Figure 5, a typical common-emitter
configuration.

Hence R,. = j3re

BASE
o<:lE

BASE

(3

Hence R, = re

Rb

COMMON

Firstly, let us define the term (3
small-signal current gain) as

sisted of resistances alone, it would be passive; i.e., it could supply no energy of its
own. But a transistor can amplify energy
to the signal. To represent this we have
shown a current generator shunting R,.
The value of R, will depend on the circuit
configuration; i.e., tens of kilohms for a
common emitter configuration, to many
megohms for a common base configuration.
In our approach it is not necessary to pursue this matter any further since we will
not be considering a transistor in any extreme condition.

where R" = the external emitter resistance.

If RE

>>

R, then R,., =

(3Rro

So far we have had very little to say
about R.. shunted by the current generator
o:: h. If our equivalent "Tee" circuit con-

(7)

hence Ll,I, = (36.h

(14)

Therefore substituting equation (13) in
equation (14)

I
LI. V""
LI. " = (3-(3~(R~1-,~+~R~,-)

(15)

and from equation ( 15)
(16)

3

we define the voltage gain as

power supply can be placed in this category
so far as the signal is concerned.

AEout
A{v)=-\T

2. /111 Apparent AC Ground.

A ""

The apparent AC ground may be represented by any point in a circuit which acts
as to represent a low impedance between
that point and the actual AC ground thereby bypassing the signal to an actual AC
fround. A large value capacitor is a typical
example should one side be returnee! to an
actual AC ground.

Then from equation (12) and equation
(16)
(17)
+\'cc

3. The Virtual AC Ground.
and if R10

>>

R, then
(18)
0• ACTUAL AC GROLflO POINT
G~OUND POINT

X ""APPARENT AC

Q=VtRTVAL AC GROUND POINT

If we analyze the common-base configuration in a similar manner we arrive at the
same result with the one exception that the
sign is positive.

Figure 6. Illustrating the three types of AC
ground normally encountered in electronic cir-

cuits.

The virtual A.C. ground point is perhaps
the most difficult to recognize. It may best
be explained as that point in a circuit where
we have two signals of equal amplitude and
frequency but exactly opposite in phase.
Figure 6 will help clarify these points.
Figure 8 summarizes the results of our
DC analysis of the common emitter, common base and common collector.

The conclusion we can cl raw from this
analysis is that the gain of a transistor stage
is set by external conditions provided that
the emitter resistance is sufficiently great
enough to "swamp" our internal resistance
(R,). In the absence of an emitter resistance

There is one \'Cry important fact \\'e
must remember about R,.,, RE will he that
impedance in which the signal current will
flow to the AC ground. \Ve define an AC
ground point as that point in a circuit al
which the pO\\·er level of the signal has been
reduced to zero.
\Ve normally encounter three types of an
AC ground:

Figure 7. We define the parameter R, in the common-base "Tee" configuration as;

R,

=

I

ohms

1,

1. An Actual /lC Ground.

Where t,. Yoo is the change in the collector voltage because of the change in collector current j.I,,
when we hold the emitter current 1, constant.

This is the chassis point or the DC
ground point. It is as well to remember the

Once the collector becomes saturated, the change in I, is very small for a large change in Yoe. Hence,
R, is a very large resistance and does not modify the DC equivalent circuit to any extent. For this
reason it was omitted from Figure 7. Therefore; R.,,,
Re (Common Base).

=

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A(y) Voltage gain defined as

r,,

~Eou1

t,.E,,.

Base current
Collector current
Emitter current
Collector resistance (Tee Equivalent)
Base spreading resistance (Tee
Equivalent)
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The "Transresistance" resistance
(re
R,)

Emitter resistance (Tee
Equivalent)
External Emitter resistance (refer
to text)

RE(<) The equivalent resistance between
the signal source and the emitter
terminal of the transistor in the
common base configuration.
Load resistance
R,.
R·,

/3

+

re

dynamic emitter resistance

Vu.,

Base voltage

V",.

Supply voltage

V""

Collector to emitter voltage

t.

(Delta) the change in the variable
with which it is associated.

BASIC CIRCUIT

EQUATIONS

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

Vee

BASE

COLLECTOR

REMARKS

GAIN = A(V)= - RL
Rt
RIN= f:iRt

A resistance (Rd between the

emitter terminal of the transistor
to the AC ground will modify the

gain equation and the input impedance; then,

ALI

= - __RL_ and
R1 + Re

R," =

f3 (Re+ R,}.

EMITTER

COMMON EMITTER

GAIN= A(v}= + RL
Rt
R1N= Rt
EMITTER

COLLECTOR

The equivalent resistance Re ( 1 )
between the input signal source

and the emitter terminal of the
transistor will modify the gain
equation and the input imped-

ance as seen from the signal
source; then,

RouT= RL

A(,}

RL

= + R, +
R" = R, +

R,(;j and
Rd,).

BASE

COMMON BASE

GAIN= A(v)= RE
RE+Rt
RIN = j:i (RE
Rt)

Vee

+

BASE

ROUT= (Rt+~) in
Rt
EMITTE

Av
+I-..../'"'

parallel with RE

The actual value of R001 will depend on what resistance is connected to the base. let us assume
the base is directly coupled to the
preceding stage. The equivalent
output impedance of the preceding stage becomes the numerator

over beta in the second term in
the parenthesis and the output
impedance of the stage under
consideration RC<.1 1 is modified accordingly; eg., if the output impedance of the previous stage is
100 n, then
1
R""t = ( R1 +
OO) in parallel

COLLECTOR

f3

COMMON COLLECTOR
Figure 8.
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SIL VER-BEARING SOLDER AND
SIL VER SOLDER: TVVO DIFFERENT
THINGS
1v1any components m Tektronix instrnrnents are mounted on ceramic strips. The
notches in these strips are lined with a
silver alloy and repeated use of ordinary
tin-lead solder will breakdown the silver-toceramic bond. For this reason, we recommend the use of a silver-bearing solder
containing 3% silver when performing service or maintenance work that requires soldering on these ceramic strips. This type of
solder is used frequently in printed circuits
and should be readily available from radiosupply houses.*
Silver-bearing solder should not be confused with silver solder. They are two different things!

The use of silver-bearing solder in the
construction and maintenance and repair of
electronic circuits is a safe and accepted
practice. The silver-bearing solder used and
recommended hy Tektronix for ceramic strip
soldering, melts at about 365 degrees Fahrenheit, and is applied with an ordinary soldering iron. It is composed of 60% tin,
37% lead, and 3% silver. It contains absolutely no cadmium! It produces no toxic or
lethal fumes!
Silver solder, on the other hand, is a
brazing alloy and is most commonly used by
welders. It is composed essentially of silver,
copper, zinc, and sometimes cadmium. \\Then
the alloy is composed of 45% silver, 30%
copper and 25% zinc it requires approximately 1340 degrees Fahrenheit to melt it
and it is usually applied with an acetylene
torch. Should either the silver solder or the
metals to which it is being applied contain
cadmium, this high temperature will cause
the cadmium to vaporize and release fumes.
These fumes will be toxic and they can be
lethal.
Tn summary, let us repeat; Silver-bearing
solder and silver solder are two different
things:
Silver-bearing solder is used primarily in
the soldering of electronic circuits. Silver
solder is an alloy used in the brazing and
welding of metals.

6

Silver-bearing solder is applied with a
soldering iron and requires only relatively
low temperature to melt it. Silver solder
is applied with an acetylene torch and requires a high temperature to melt it.

detent balls. The lubrication of potentiometers and fan motors and the care of air
filters are also covered. Suggestions for
the lubrication of rackmount tracks are
given.

Silver-bearing solder absolutely does not
produce toxic fumes. Silver solder, if it
contains cadmium or is used on metal containing cadmium, does produce fumes that
are toxic and can he lethal.

You may order the kit through your local
Tektronix Field Office, Field Engineer,
Field Representative, or Distributor. Speci-

Positively no silver solder is used in any
instrument produced by Tektronix, Inc.
*If you prefer you can order this solder
directly through your local Tektronix Field
Office, Field Engineer, Field Representative,
or Distributor. Order Tektronix part number
251-0515-00.

OOPS! WRONG PART NUMBER

In the December 1966 issue of Service
Scope, we transposed two figures in the
Tektronix part numbers for the probe identification tags. The part number for the
identification tags for use on the smaller
(0.125" diameter) cables is 334-0798-00, and
the number for the larger (0.178 to 0.185"
diameter) cables is 334-0798-01.

COMPONENT LUBRICATION KIT
FOR TEKTRONIX INSTRUMENTS
\Ve have available a component lubrication kit for Tektronix instruments. The
kit contains: a detent lubricant in a container-applicator; a switch-contact lubricant in a container-applicator; a pot lubricant in a container-applicator; 12 each detent-ball replacements (for lost or worn
detent balls) in the following sizes-5/32",
3/16", and 7/32"; a # 3 brush, and an instruction book
The instruction book contains information
on the cleaning and washing of Tektronix
instruments and when an instrument needs
lubrication. Tt also contains illustrations
showing the different types of switches used
in Tektronix instruments and tells how to
lubricate them and replace worn or lost

fy Tektronix part number 003-0342-00.

TYPE 1L5, TYPE !LIO, TYPE 1L20,
AND TYPE 1L30 PLUG-IN SPECTRUM ANALYZERS \VITH A TYPE
132 POWER SUPPLY
These spectrum analyzers can be used
in conjunction with a Type 132 Plug-In
Unit Power Supply and the output displayed on any Tektronix oscilloscope that
has a Sawtooth-Out sweep voltage available
on the front panel.
l'ositive output-polarity voltage from the
Type 132 can be applied to the DC-coupled
input of the oscilloscope. Centering of the
oscilloscope sweep is performed with the
oscilloscope vertical-position control prior
to RF signal application to the analyzer.
The analyzer vertical-position control can
then be used for trace positioning.
The Sawtooth-Out sweep voltage from the
oscilloscope is applied to the Sweep-Input
connector.

TYPE !LIO, TYPE 1L20, AND TYPE
1L30 PLUG-IN SPECTRUM ANALYZERS-VERTICAL TRACE SHIFT
If a vertical trace shift is encountered
when a Type lLlO, Type 1L20, or
Type 1L30 Plug-In Spectrum Analyzer is
switched between linear and log mode, suspect a gassy input tube in the indicator
(oscilloscope) vertical amplifier. The output impedance of the analyzer unit is much
higher in the log mode than it is in the
linear mode. If grid current is present
in the input tube, this current will give a
different voltage drop across the input
resistance (analyzer output impedance) ;
consequently, a DC shift of the trace will
result.

Tektronix Type 502A

simplify
waveform
measurements

100 µV / cm dual-beam oscilloscope
(]M easure stimulu s and reacti on
on the same time base.

0

Measure transdu cer outputs,
such as press ure vs. vol ume .

0

Measure phase angles and
frequency differences.

0

Measure characteristics of
low-lev el signal s.

The Type 502A combines the performanc e
capabilities unique to dual-beam oscilloscopes with operational features designed to
simplify and speed up you r measurements.
You can exami ne two wav eforms simultaneously by applying input signal s lo both of the
identi ca l verti cal amplifiers. You can use each
vertical amplifier in a diflerential di splay mode
to examine the difference between two signals.
You can al so use the Type 502 A as a singl ebeam X- Y oscillo scop e or as a dual-beam
X· Y oscilloscope with bo th traces pl otted on
the same X scale.
This performance i s combin ed wit h operating
conven i ences which include pushbutton beam
finders for qui ck l ocation of off-screen sig nals, vertical signal outputs, int ensity balance
for i denti fication of upper and lower beams,
single-sweep operation, Z-axis in put, variable control of verti cal and hori zontal deflectio n factors, electronically-regulated power
su pplies for stable op eration, and other refinem ents.

performance characteristics include:
Bandwidth from DC to 100 kHz at 100µV/cm,
increasing to DC t o 1 MHz from 5 mV/cm to
20 V/cm • Calibrated deflection factors from
100 µV/cm to 20 V/cm in 17 steps; continuously variabl e between steps, uncalibrated,
an d t o 50 V/cm • Common-mode rejection
of at least 50,000:1 from DC to 50 kHz ••Phase
diflerence between amplifi ers less than 1 degree from DC t o 100 kHz • Calibrated sw eep
rates from 1 µs/c m to 5 slcm in 21 steps •
2X, 5X, 10X, 20X sweep magnification • Flexible trigger facilities • A mpli tude Calibrator
• 10 cm by 10 cm display area.

Tektronix, Inc.

For complete informotion conloct your Field Engi·

neer, Field Representa tive, or Distributor.
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Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, Oregon, U.S.A.

97005
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